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Preface

Thiýs thesis is the result of my attempt to e-valuate

how well a model wqhich is based on a set of Lanchester

equations can simulate aircraft combat losses. the method,'

used compares predictions made by the model :with foi:ce sizes

which were recorded by historians, The scope of the effort

was limited by con.sidering, only one type of aerial battle;

bombers being attact-.ed by fighters. A brief ;ceview of

Lanchester's work is included and it is assumed that the

reader i-s- acquainted 4with ,Zifferentlial equation, solut-ion'h

techniques.

The graphs whjch are included to display the results

of various comparisons were drawn using a CALCOMP Plotter

With computations performed on a CDC 6600 digital computer.

I would like to e,ýpres's my appreciation for the

assistance which was given by my advisor Dr. Hermann Enzer.

I am also grateful for advice and encouragement received

from colleagues and members of the faculty and accept so1e

responsibility for any errors contained in the thesis.

John i1. ILatchaw
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Abstract

A historical verification, comparing data with model

predictions,,,-was made between the results of three I'lorld

War II bombing missions and the outcome which was obtained

by allowing an analytica4l• model to "replay" the battles.

The model used to predict bomber fqgrce size as a function

of time was a closed form solution f6"ir a set of differential

.equations which correspond to Frederick Lanchester's- -Square

Law of combat. An att'jnpt to measure the quarity of the

model was made by arbitrarily considering a prediction to-

be "accurate'" if it was -within two per cent. of the known

force .size -value.

The intiai coinparis.on results- did not fall into the

"accurate" category but succes, ive improvements were Miade

by considering two variations.- The first change involved

the assumption that the act of a bpmber repelling an

attacker had adetrimental effect on fighter aircraft ,ef-

fectiveness. The second alteration incorporated the as-

sumption that the effectiveness of both bomber and fighter

aircraft varied throughfout the battle. This second modi-

fication, produced predictio.Ls which were "accurate" during

90% of a fgiven engagement.

* )Finally, a battle which included a relativel-y large

number of boi.iber losses causcd by ground fire was studied.

A variation of the original model was used to "replay"

this mission to illustrate the flexibility of the model.

v
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A LANCHESTER MODEL FOR AIR BATTLES

-I--. Ifi roduc-tit:n

In 194,3, General H. H. Arn6ld -commented- on the

pl~ahbning of ý,ýtrategic bombin-g miss\'ions in a, coimmuniqqe 'to

" Lieutenant Gefieral Carl Spaatz and Major Gefiei-al-Ila C.

Baker.

We kn6w that the sele~tion of the most
'zital targets must come as a result of thorough
analysis. We know that t-he strength of our
strikoiiig force, will always be relatively limited.
We mu_,t, therefore, apply it to those specialIly
selected and vi-tal targets Which will give the:
greatest return. We cannot afford to apply it
where, or in such a nianner h'at, the return i-,
not eminentiy wortfh the cost (Ref 19:vii).

Th, need fbr what Arnold describes as thorough analys~is

has long been acknowledged by milvitary strategists, b.ut

advancements which have provided the capability to per-

"form this analysis •ayve. been relatively recent develop-

ments. Bombing tajig.et selection and similar air combat

problems of World War ii generated an effort to study the

various asp:ects of aerial warfare. Included in this ,ef-

fort was the deve'iopmennt of man7 models ol- air battles.

Arnolll's di-le;1ma migit ;ha boe bc.n e-as-d had an air-

craft attrition, 6iodei, a model which predicts aircraft

losses-, been at his disposal. An estimate of expected

aircraft losses provides a planner with information

directly affecting the mission "cost"., with an appro'ximate

number of bombers e I)ected to roach the target which
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affects the mission "return", and with aft assessment of

theý toll :-which could be placed on, hi-s "limited" resources.

,The advanltage of having, 'this information , during target

selection auhd mission, pl;anhing is' happarbnt but the extent

-of tiis advan-t-cige is dependent upon the accuracy of the

loss estifnate. This example illustrates both the potential

o'f air battle models and the, need for some evalutation'of

their accuracy.

The purpo-se of' this research is to accomplish a his-

torical verification of a given air battle model and, in

W so .doing, make ,an evaluation of the accuracy of the pre-

dictions which are made by the model. The model which is

selected for studdy purports to simulate air battles which

involve bomber versus fighter aircraft. Data are collected

concerning bombing miss-iions which were flown by American

units during the Second World War. A Lanchester model in

the form of a solution to a set of differential equations

is given 'historical force sizes and then allowed to "refly"

the missions, and the losses which the model predicts are

compared with those which were recorded by historians.

The model predictions are graphed along with actua'l

force sizes to provide a visual display of the results; a

conventioni that is consistent with existing ver-ification

summaries with which this author is familiar. In addit'ion,

il an attempt is made to place a quantitative measure on a

model's accuracy by observing the errors between model and

f battle outcomes as a percentage of the latter. Since no

$1 2
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standard' e'xist~s in the literature, a'h arbitrary criterion

is adopted. , Models having errors of less thafi two per cenit

are considered to be accurate and accept-able.

Following the comparison, two changes are introduced'

to illustrate how the model's accuracy may be improved in

terms of reducing t-he- differences between ýpredictions and

historical outcomes. First, the data that reflect the

numb~e-r-,,of fighter aircraft which was destroyed are replaced

i with..-d~ta that reflect how many of these planes left the

battl\e for any cause and, second, the measure of skill with

which airmen fire on theit opponents is considered to. vary

throughout the bat-tle as opposed to beinig constant. Each

of these alterations improves the model predictions.

Finally, to illustrate the model's flexibility, the

effect of anti-aircraft weapons is incorporated into the

equations and predictions are compared with data from a

battle which involved more than the normal amount of ground

fire.

:1
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Ii. Lanchester Theory

Inttroduction

oMan displayý a natural tendency to', invest 'thosp, re-

sources which fid doe• po'ssess in a manner which will prove

to be rew•arding,. Efforts t'o optimize,, in the sense of at-

taipnfig the gr.eatest, reward, have evolved and are embodied'

in the science., or art, of resource allocation. Rather

'than optimizing, however, men who find themselves engaged

in war are s trongly motivated to seek acceptable rewards

in return for minimum investmen-ts. In, battle,,, the timing

,and size of resource comnitments not only contribute to the

outcome of an engagement but also affect the availability

of resoufdes which may-,be needed for the next conflict.

In order to enhance the probability of making a cor-

rect inve.-tment decision, certain information is desira'bleq

prior to making-a selection. For instance, given a military

objective, .how can resources best be ,utilized to achieve

the greatest reward? In warfare, manpower and :the mechan-

ical implements of war may be categorized as resources,

while the reward may be thought of as military victory.

One trend which may be observed in historical battle

outcomes is, that victory is often associated with a numeri-

cal advantage. That is, an army which has greater resources

than an .opponent is usually victorious. This concept was

not formalized quantitatively until 1916 when Frederick

Lanchester published h-s Aircraft in Warfare. In this

4
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book, •Lanchester sought to answer questions involving a

militar~y conflict between comparable forces. In w4hat way

do force sizes effect 'battle outcomes? What losses may be

expected? How long will it take to achieve victory? What

force size, must be committed to battle in order to assure

victory?'

Lanchester's work and extensions of his results have

been nominated for use as attrition models in studies of

conventional land, naval, and aerial battles and guerrilla

warfare. However, little work has been done in. verifying

the theory; and this research, which considers the validity

of 'using Lanchester's formulations to describe aerial war-

fafe,, is intended to increase the existing number of veri-

fications.

'Lanchesteir,'s Theory

Lafichester was a talented engineer-mathematician with

an avid interest in the fledgling airplane and its potential

as an instrument oq war. He felt that whatever might be

accomplisýJled by ,laud armies could be executed "as well or

bettei 'by a sqp,•d or fleet of aeronautical machines" (Ref

18:2136). his, for~esight is evident by considering his pre-

diction that "the number of flying machines eventually to

be utilized by any of the great military powers will be

counted not by hundreds but by thousands, and possibly by

tens of thousands, and the issue of any great battle will

be definitely dot-erimined by 'the efficiency of the

5
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aeronautical forces" (Ref 18:2136). Lanchestor's work led

him to a mathematical analysis 'of the relatiohs betweeh

opposing forces in battle,. The end results of this

analysis revolves ab6ut h,is conclusion that a numerically

superior force& ca~n always achieve a victoary, ;providing, that

opposing weapbns systems are equitable. Under battle con-

ditions whid.h weae edhsidered to be "state of the art-" for

Lanchester's timd•, he deveiop)ed an expressIon that trans-

lates a numerical ad&,afhtage in-to a military advantage.

Specifically, the effective st~rength of a force I's. pro-

portioiai to .the square of the number of combatants ente-f-

ing an engagement. Pot instance, a force which,.outnumbered

an opposing force at a ratio oqf three to tw~o would have

the advantage. -.f being able to destroy enemy filghting

elbments, more effectively.; and this superiority coul'd be

.measurdd as a ratio of nine to four. This relationship, is

called Lanchester's Square Law,.

Lanchester called the app'licable conditions for which,

the Square .lJap, holds, "the conditions of modern warfare",

which essentially allow comibatants to s~elec,t from, a number

of targets and to attack with continuous fire. An example

of a confrontation which conforims' to the Square Law as-

sumptions would be opposing, fronts (.f infantrymen, armed

with rifles.

Battle conditions which involve one-oh-one encounters

are termed "ancient combat" by Lanchester. In such battles,

the effective strength of a force is directly proportional

6
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I to the number of combatants entering the engageiment. This

relationship- is knoim as Lanchestex's Linear flaw and in,

_c ¶these dases the ratio of force sikzes may be used as aý

measure of military advantage. The Linear Law applies to

present day conflicts in which combatants direct their fire

towards 'an area rather than an individual target. A siege

in which an attacking foice at.'--mpts to )verpower a' force

defending a fortified position is a situati.on in which the

Linear Law may be applied. In this type of engagement,

it is not uncommon for the aggressor to. bombard the forti-

fied position with area directed fire before initiating

an assault.

Lanchester Equations

Lanchester expresses his theo-y in mathematical st-ate-

ments :by ,considefing'how force size varies during the

course of 6attle. To accomplish this, he represepts force

size as a function of time and assumes that the battle is

continuous and terminates with the annihilati~on of one

force. Let m represent one force size at time t and n

represent the opposing force size at time t. Let A be a

"* parameter r~presenting force m's combat loss rate per

opposing tombatant. That is, A expresses the number of

m's fighting, units which 6\ member of the n-force, is capa-

ble of dest\roying per unit .f time.

The• parameter A is most frequently interpreted as

the product of the rate of fire of a single n-forceH_ 7
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fighting, element and the probability of destroying an

m-force element with a si'ngle round of fire. Let 'B shim-

ilarly represent force n's combat loss rate. The dot

notation shall be used here and throughout the thesis to

denote differentiation with respect to time. Us ingý .the

preceding conventions, a battle conforming to the Square

Law conditions may be represented by the following set of

differential equations.

rm: - An (1)

fM:-Bm (2)

A solution for this set of equations can be obtained

in the following manner. Differentiate and re arrange

equat-ion (1).

m+ An :0 (3)

Substitute -Bm from equation (2) for n in equation (3).

m- ABm :0 (4)

Solve equation (4) and let y represep.It N .

m = c1 e yt 4 C 2e -y:t (s)

Similarly

y e... + k2 (6)

8
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Let the initial force sizes at time zero be den6ted >by .mb

for the mrnforce and by no ZIor the n-force. Substitute

,zero for t in equations (5) and *{,).

mo ,cI + c 2  (7)

no = kk 2 (+8)

Differen.tiaje equation (5) and substitute the resulL,*ng.

expression for A, in equa-tiln ( 4l8). AIs0 substitute thBe

right hand portion of equation ,(6) for n in equation T)I}..

C yeylt = -A(k2Yt+ .k\e-Y) (9)

When t equals zero-, equation (9) becomes

y(c 1 ---z 2 ) - A(:k 1 + k 2 ) (10)

Similar substitutions- from the derivative of e~quation (6)

and equation (5) in (2), produce

y(k 1 - k 2 ) =-B(,C1+'c 2 ) (11)

Us:,ng equatio]ns (10) and (8), one obtains,

no= k1 + k 2  -Y.•(c 1 .-c 2 ) (12)
A,

Solving equations (7) and (12) simultaneously results in

expressions for cI and c2,

mo - no(A/y)
2

me+ no(-A/y) (14)
2

9
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Using eq1uations (11) and (7), one obtains

mo =c 1+ c 2 -y(k 1 -. k2) (15)

B
Solving equations (8) and (15) simultaneously results in

expressions for k1 and k
' no mo(Sly)

n-k 1 =" 2 (16)

2" no0 + m0 (B/y)
k 2= 2 (17)

Replacing y with-'4-A in equations (13)., (14), (16) and

(17) and substituting these ,expressions for the constants

in equations (5) and (6) gives the desired results.

m ( e + 2 e

(n- m -FB'A boyMt /A .yt
n/0e 0 + m~ ~ (19)2 2

Rearranging terms yields

e-Yt m -yt - neYt e-
m o m K t) (20)

yt -yt\) -eyt\

moý 2ý (e Yt (21)

Or m= mo cosh yt - noNA/B sinh yt (22)

n = no cosh yt - mo'•FBA si nh yt (23)

The ratio of A to B is termed the exchange rate and

may be used to indicate which of the opposing forces has

10
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jthe greater effec-tfveness•i, -Let -E represent this exchange

rate. A value. 6f E greater than one would" iidicate that

the n-force has a superiiOr edge in killing effectiveness,

whereas a value less thiin one- wkuld indicate that the

m-force Jis superior in this re,;pect. Let mo and no repre--

sent the'in:iltj•-a size of the m-force and n-force, "ve pec-

tively. A general solution, for equations (1) and (2)

yields an expression for the exchange rate.

2 - 2 2 2 (24)
Cm0  )E(no n

When, the opposing forces are quite similar in fight-

ing elements and skills, then the corresponding loss rates

may be considered equal. This is the case when 'two armies.

equipped wit-h comparable weapons systems engage in con-

flict. Suppose that ea-ch force's loss rate is one tenth

per unit of time (A = .10'; B = .10). Then, the exchange

rate equals one and the outcome is deternm.ined by the s:ize

of 'the forces which participate. For example, suppose the

m-force ,ente-.s the battle with 1,400 aimed men and the

n-force begins with 1,000. Then the n-force will be

annihilated and the m-force will have approximately 980

survivors. These xes'ults may be obtained by setting n

equal to zero and solving eqpation, (24) for the correct

value of m. The duration of the battle may be determined

by setting equation (23) equal to zero and solving for t

or, similarly, by- setting equation (22) equal to 980 and

solving for t. In the example, t is approximately 1.959

" • 11
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I units of tin'e'. 'Equations (22);j and (23' might also be used

to predict respe'ctive force sizes for a given value, of

time. A graphical representation of this sample. battle is

shown in Figurt 1.

If either force possesses an advantage -in skill or

equipment, then the exchange rate may he ,such. that a

numerically in'ferior ,forfe can achieve victory. Suppose,

in the exampie above, that the ,combat loss rate for the

m-fo',rce is one tenth and that the n-forc& eombq~t loss rate

is one twentieth (A = .10; B = ý;,0S). Under these condi-
tions, the' n-:force can achieve victory and count approx-

imately 14"o' sutvivors.

AA,bat~tle whichl conforms to the Linear Law conditions

Smay be represented as shown by equations, (25), (26) and

(27). Here- the combat loss rate A, may be in'terpreted as

Ithe Square Law parameter times the ratio of the average

area presented by nn m-force element and the 'total area

over which the fire of the n-force is directed.

m = -Amn (25)

n =-Bmn (26)

Cm- m) = E( no - n) (27)

'When fire is diracted toward an area, there is no destruc-

tive effect unless a vulnerable portion of the area is

struck. During a siege in which the fighting elements are

infantrymen, a member of the entrenched force will

13
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barricade himself to minimize hl• exposure to fire. The

area a man presents as a vulnerable tatget could be approx-

imately- one square foot. Let m denote the size- of the

entrenched force and n d.c'nte the size of ,the -ttacking

force. Let rn be the ra~te of fire 6'f an n-force,, Pn be

the :single sh6t kill probabil'ity for an n-force element,

Am be the average area,>presented by an miyf6r6' ele6ment

and Atm be the total area that is occupied by the rinforce.

Equation (25) may be rewritten to display these factors

which determine the value of the parameter, A.

n = :(rn Pnn) (A M M(8rnmn'n)'r ) (28)

Atm
The chanue in size for the, m-force in this, the Linear Law

application, is equal to the change which would be experi-

enced in a Square Law engag•,.ment times the proportion of

't~her occupied area which is vulnerable. As one would

expect, the Linear Law losses occur less rapidly than do

losses for a Square Law battle involving the same f6rces.

It slhould be noted that it is assumed that m-force

elements are, evenly distribute.d about their fortified area.

If they are clustered and this is known to the n-force,

the attackers' fire will be' concentrated toward this

cluste-i,. , effect of such an action wqill be a reduction

of Atm and an increase in the m-force loss rate.

14
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Generalization

The 'e'lemehtar-V Square Law equationis can be-extended to

account for fieinforcements, during an engagement and for

losses which are not the direct result,of active combat.

Such additional losses may be termed operational losse:s.

Let C and D represent the 6perational loss rate for the

nm-force and n-force- respectively. ILet P and Q represent

the reinforcement rate- for the m-force and n-force as a

function of time. The set of differential• equations for

a Square Law formulation incorporating these extensions is

mý : P -A n - C m (29)c

= 0 ,-Bm-Dn (30)

The generalization of equations (1) and (2) represents an

attemp;t to measure force size changes by considering three

contributing factors. Operational loss rates are frequently

based on historical trends and are measured per fighting

element. That is, losses which are attributed to illness,

accident, desertion, etc., tend to occur at a constant

rate and are included in the equations as the product of

an observed rate and the current force size.

Reinforcements tend to occur when there exists a need

and available resources allow their implementation. Hence,

they occur sporadically and the reinforcement rates are

frequently represented by functions which are specified for

time intervals. For example, a reinforcement rate function

is
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may be assigned a value of the number of reinforcements

for the unit of time during which the additional fighting

elements arrive and assigned a. value of zero for all other

times. 'This concept involves the assumption that reinforce-

ments arrive at a constant rate during each unit of time.

Suppose "lhat the unit of time is one day and that the m-

force receives 3,000 reinforcements on day two and 1,200

more on the fifth day of coniflict. The reinforcement rate

P, can be represented as the step function

0, 0!5t< 2
S3,10-bO0, _2z<_t;< 3

P 0, 3<_.t<5 (01)
1,200, 5<,. 6

- , all other

Lanchester Related Studies

Since the publication of Aircraft in Warfare, a number

of- analysts have presented extensions and variations of

Lanchester's theory. Included in these effofts are exam-

inations \of the mathematics which are involved, refinements

of the original equations, specializations for application

to laftidiular combat situations, estimates, of parameter

values land a few verifications. A rather extensive account

of exisiting wo/tks ;mzty be found in Frick's paper, "Inter-

action of Forces as Discrete Processes" (Ref 12:9-25).

"Assumptions

Many of the studies which have appeared over the past

55 years ificlude attempts to apply Lanchester's theory to

16
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different types of conflict. 'The blat\tl~e ,conditions MhLrh

-must hold in order that these applicat.itOn's be idalist--t arf

described through the assumptions which a, 'ompany a ,theoty

The, following seven assumptions are associate6 with.,,ýquar~e

Law engagements by the United States Air Foifce Assist-ant

Chief of Staff, Studies and Analysis (Ref 25:29). Anm

annotation is included to discuss the implication of each

assumption.

1. Each force is composed of many elements, so that

statistical fluctuations are unimportant. The vague term

"many" makes this the most flexible assumptioni. Lan-

chester equations have been applied to land battles in-

volving thousands of men as well as to naval conflicts

involving less than fifty vessels indicating that the range

which is interpreted to include many is extensive. Air

battles involving more than one hund1ed elements of each

force are felt to readily conform to this assumption.

2. Each force is homogeneous. The fact that air-

planes are usually designed and c6nstructed with some

particular performance capability in mind allows ,a fleet

of aircraft to be conside.red homogeneous in the sense that

each element performs the same function. For instance,

one type of aircraft may possess the capacity and the

durab-'lity to transport weapons over long distances and

deliver them on ground targets. Another type may be en-

dowed with sufficient speed and maneuverability to be

utilized in air-to-air combat. When a force is composed

17
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of,,ne basic type of aircraft such as a fleet of bombers,

it can be assumed to be 'homogeneous,. While this study is

limi£ted to such forces, the probl'em of heterogeneous forces,

has been considered and, to an extent, circumvented in

other works. 0. Helmer's "Combat Between Heterogeneous

Forces" '(RM-6) and R. N., Snow's "Contributions to Lan-

chester Attrition Theory" (RA-15078), are two examples of

contributi'ons which deal 'with iieterogeneous (forces.

3. The location of the forces is ignored. The dif'-

ferences-between an air battle conducted over Ldndbn and

one over Berlin are small. Si-nce aircraft operate in a

medium which has s',,,me stable characteristics the world

over, the locationýof the conflict would seem to' be of

little or :n6 cohsequence. However, if" one force's elements

have a greater fuel capacity than the others, then the

location of the battle in relationship to the latter

force's a~ir bases may have a. definite effect on the time

spent in re'fueling and ,the time spent in actual battle.

Tim,. which is used to refuel and -to travel to and from the

battle area obviously cannot be used for des'troying enemy

aircraft. If the battle is moving with respect to the

positions of these refueling bases, then the effect of

this disadvantage will vary with time. Thus, the degree

to which location affects a battle outcome can either be

neglected or must be considered as an important factor

-out is in any event difficult to measure. Whenever the

fuel capacity disparity exists, acceptance of this

18
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assumption may be interpreted as ,a simplification of

realfty.

4. Ail elements of the forces are subject to fire

f om all enemy elements.. As compare'd to terrestrial war-

fare, the three-dimensional freedom of movement which an

aircraft enjoys tends to improve an ,element's abillity to

sele ct and fire on any element of the opposing force. !'i"

one force's mobility is restrained by the requirement to,

maintain a flying fo~rmation wi.th other force members, then

the Opposing aircraft may have some advantage in ,maneuver-

ability. Target selection might also be rest'ricted by an

element's ability to locatel enemy aircraft, but this fac-tor

is minimi'zed when The planes are ,equipped with radar or

.other electronic sensor devices.

5. The firinlg rate of the forces is limited by tech-

ni'cal capa'bilities and not by logistics or tactical de-

cisions. Firing, rates for aircraft are determined by the

armament aboard, whether guns are fixed or cancbe rotd'ted,

the intervals during which targets' are within range, and,

the amount of ammunition which can-'be carried. All of

these factors may be described as technical in nature, and

it is assumed that the only tactical factor invplved is

that individuals vill fire their weapons in earnest at

every opportunity. Logistics must be cor-sidered whenever

fu',l limitations are involved. Naturally, whien an aircraft

breaks off from the battle to refuel, the firting rate of

that plane drops to zero. This alone may be considered a

19
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basis for concluding that some air battles do not conform

to this assumption, but this may be a minor argument as all

fighting elements have similar limitations. Soldiers 'be-

come physically and mentally exhausted, fpr instance. It

is just that 1*n an air battle, the abrupt change in firing
Sra:9 is more d:•amatic since an aircraft without fuel is,

of necessity, eliminated from the battle. Air battles

me-et this ass3mpt~i6n to :..he same extent, as do other forms

Of conventional warfare.

6. An, element is either destroyed or completely un-

damaged. Aircraft have thie capability to, fly and perform

after sustaining structural damage; and, while a damaged

pJ.ane cannot perform as well •as an undamaged one, it is.

obvipous-that during the course of an ai'r battle some planes

can be categorized as neither destroyed nor completely

undamaged. This assumpt'ion may be accepted as a simpli-

fication- or may be modified -by adj'usting the two categories.,

7. Fire is aimed ft an element and• elements not aifned

at are not damaged. This assupmption is directly applicable

to air battles as; from the time of opening fire, the in-

dividual aircraft is the mark of the gunner.

Modification of these assumptions, for use With Linear

Law engagements requires only one alteration. The final

assumption must be changed in the following manner: fire

is directed at an area in which opposing forces are be-

lieved to be located; elements not located in such an area

are undamaged.

20
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III. Model Verification

Because the term "model" is used in many contexts,

-one definition is chosen for use in this" thesis. The

s•lection is attributed to RAND Corporation's E. S. Quade

whO 'describes a model as "a simplified representation of

the real world which a,.stracts the features of the situa-

tion relevant to the questions being studied" (Ref 10:2).

Some hint of model flexibility should be added to this

definition since a good model must be capable of being

perturbed' in order to cope with real world fluctuations

•of those features which are important. A solution for a

set of Lanchester equations is a model in the sense that it

represents a real world military engagement and abstracts

from the nature of combat losses that are suffered on

either side throughout a conflict. The times when losses

occur and the size of these, losses are considered to be

features relevant to the study of battles.

Need for Verification

'- A model is frequently used as an aid in decision-
S~making and, to this end, a model's value is closely related

to the level of confidence which the decision-maker places

in it. -One method of gaining confidence in a model is to

demonstrate its past record of prediction accuracy by means

of historical validations. If a model's predictions cor-

respond closely to recorded observations, and, if deviations

can be plausibly explained, then the model- may be considered

21
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'to be more attractive than an untested one.

Included are three opinions on the need fpr .verifica-

tion. In d historical validation •prepared for the Center

for Naval Analyses, William W. Fain expressed these views:

Today, many models are actually being used
to aid real decision-making-;. By aad large these
models arqe purely subjectiM.e judgements of the
people who were involved in their development and
use. That is, they are vi'rtually untested against
'anything but a criterioni Of "reasonableness".

If these models are faý!lse, they can of course
lead to false answers and (false decisions--this
could be very costly to tile nation in money., lives,
,and even the future of the, country.

The time has come, I bielieve, to divert at
least a portion of the effýort devoted to model
development and use to an± effort to validate the
models we ,hfave (Ref iO0-I8).

A well-known auth'ority on Lanches~ter's theory, Joseph Engel

of the University of Illinois, put it more succinct.ly by

s,aying "an operational research scientist must seek vadli-

dation of his mathematical models" (Ref 26:i92). In an

assessment of contributions to' the study of Lanchester's

theory, Ladislav Dolansky comments: "The number of cases

that have been studied by means of the Lanchester approach

and verified by means of actually observed data is extremely

small. Therefore, the utility of this approach with re-

spect to a good prediction in a particulat case remains to

be established by means cf additional verification studies"

(Ref 7:351).

Recognizing the need for verifying existing models is,

of course, not an end in and of itself. Once verifications
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are attempted, some ,method of interpreting the results

imust be established. For instance, whil-e successful val-

idations tend to strengthen a iodel's reputatioin, isolated

experiments are not sufficient to allow 'Uh, qualified claims

of accurady and reliability. If collaborating results are

in order, how many verifications shouild- be required before

confidence may be placed in a model? The ,small number of

validations to which Dolansky refers- have been too few to

establish some standardization of the methods to be used in

historical verifications and the means used to evaluate

the result-s.

Existing Verificat.ions

The list of extensions and variations of Lahichester's

th'eory includes relatively few studies which involve his-

torical validations. The prime reason for this dearth is

'the scarciifty of historical warfare data. Even when avail-

able, data which are recorded under the stress of combat

are freqtpently not very reliable'. The most prominent of

those validiation attempts which do exist are worth men-

tioning.

The intial validation appears in Lanchester's original

text. He cited the naval Battle of Trafalgar as an example

of the application of a tactic known as concentration. To

gain the advantage of concentration one attempts to divide

an opposing force for the purpose of gaining numerical

superiority. Lanchester's comparison shows that the

23
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advantage and' ultimate victTry gained' by the British is

reflected by the predictions .of his: Square Law model.

j A second validation was accomplished by Engel in

195A4 (Ref 9). Engel compared historical battle data from
A the United States Marine invasion and capture of the island

of Iwo Jima during World War II with predictions from a

variation of the elementary Lanchester Square Law equations.

* ,He found only two parameters had to be es~timated& and he

worked without precise knowledge of Japanese losses.

Engel's results have been described by R. E. Bach (Ref 2)

as being a remarkably good fit, but no criterion for meas-

uring the agreement between, model predictions and data was

used.

"Validation of Combat Models Against Historical Data"

by Fain (Ref 10) is similar to Engel's work. Fain's com-

parisoli was compared with land battles and data were taken

from two Korean Conflict engagements. He attempted to

estimate loss rate parameters from the characteristics of

the weapons systems involved, in addition to estimating

these values from the data-, and derived results which are

comparable to Engel's.

Herbert K. Weiss (Ref 27) used data taken from the

American Civil War in his study and developed a model which

is a variation on Lanchester's theme. D. Willard's "Lan-

chester as a Force in History,; An Analysis of Land Battles

of the Years 1618-1905" (Ref 28) is a validation which

provides little support of Lanchester's theory and includes
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the conclusion that mt-litary battles are too complex to be

modeled by a pair -6f equations. Howeverj it is not ap-

parent that the battl-e conditions in this survey satisfy

the basic Lanchester assumptions. Robert Helmbold's study

'(Ref 14) represents an effort to emphasiz'e, some-character-

istics which are suggested to be common to 'both rand and

air battles, lie used initial and terminal force size data

from, the ,,Vorld War II Battle of Bxritain ini An attempt to

correlate the exchange rate -with initial force sizes.

Helm bold's study differs from the ,others in >that he did

not attempt to predict losses for various times. throughout

the battle.

I2
IC

II
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IV. Data

! Problems

ProleAs previously mentioned: 'the principle, deterrent to

historical validation is the scarcity of data. Once data

are located, the researcher mus't make sure that the choien

data possess an acceptable degree of accuracy. The riere

nature of warfa4',e causes data collection to become suspect.

Periods of interest when loss rates: are significantly

larger than' zero invariably correspond with intense periods

-of battle. -One cannot -be expected to- record objective

observations -hile the nieed' for personal survival is para-

mount. Hence, data resulting from rep6rts of participants
are frequently -based,' on recollections of events which

transpired during a particularly hectic time. Data which

result from a hlistorical analysis of a battle have the ad-

vantage of being more objectively recorded. The researcher

may choose from information recorded immediately after an

event, which may be distorted because of the excq, ted state

of the observer, or from recorde'd refledtions which are

only as accurate as the memories of their contributors.

Data sources used in this study include official mili-

tary histori-es, periodicals, personal memoirs and p'rofes-

sional histories. Whenever a specific force size was

repeated in a number of sources, its reputed accuracy was

felt to be enhanced. While figures did vary in various

accounts, there existed general agreement as to the number
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of. :planes which were nqmmitted to the battles, and the

SInuniber of surviving, ai~rcraft.

Battle Type

Data colleption progresses in. one of two manners. The

first involves using what is considered to be an excellent

data source and then .choosing a battle type which,'conforms

to these data for study. In the second method, a battle

type ji selected' and, subsequent to this selection, data

from historical battles corresponding •to this kind of con-
flict are reviewed. In this second a search is

'I thiseon case,

initiated for the best data available and, ,should data of

an expected degree of accurady •not be avail-able, the study

is terminated. The second procedure was adopted for this

research simply because a set of Lanchester equations for

an air battle was available.

The type of battle which was selected for s'tudy shall

be called the strategic b1omber battle. A target which is

'defended by fighter aircraft i:9 selected for bombing and

a bomber force launched, to accomplish this task. Once the

bomber fleet is detected and its intentions confirmed,

some of the fighter planes are sent to intercept 'it. The

prime concern of the bomber aircrews is to drop their pay-

load on the designated target. In order to do this, they

must defend themselves when attacked by fighter aircraft.

They do not seek and destroy interceptors and would much

rather make their run undetected or unattacked. Fighter
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I

pilots,, on the OtherT hand, have the singular objective of

locating and destroying bombers before they teach the target

area. For ,the purpose of this study, it is assumed that

the battle takes pl'ace under visual conditions. That is,

opp6sing aircraft are aware of' one another's location,

6ither through sigh't or electronic contact.

Selection of this battle type to be represented by:

Lanchester equations is acceptable only if the battle con-

di:tions conform with the Lanchester assumptions. The

fighter aircraft have the freedom to attack any available

bomber. In return, bombers may choose to fire on any

fighter aircraft which is within range. This "within

'range" restrictioiT is no more binding in an air battle

than in a battle involving land irmies or naval vessels.

The concept of an element either being destroyed or

totally undamaged cannot be accepted literally. However,

it is;• as realistic as any of the other assumptions once

,definitions of destruction are developed. For the purposes

of this research, a bomber shall be considered to become

a loss when it crashes to earth or lands in an enemy con-

trollc,. &- re'gion. A fighter aircraft shall be considered

destroyed once it is unable to press the attack. It should

be noted that war models are simplifications of actuality,

and that the >acceptance of the destroyed/undamaged concept

is a reflection of this fact. The remaining assumptions

for the Square Law case are considered to be met.

28
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Explicit Data

When extensive data for a particular air battle do

exist, their existence may usually be attributed to the

fact that the battle was in some, way distinguis'hled. Even

before entering the Second World War, the United States

committ'e'd, the bomber segment of its Air Corps to high-level

daylight tactics,, This was evidenced in equipment and

aircraft design and aircrew training. The large amount of

armament, 'placed abo.ard the aircraft reflected the belief

that the bombers were capable of self-defense. Vwhen the

Combined Bomber Command was formed followin'g the Casablanca

Conference of 1942, a tuhiii-ng -debate began between British

and American strategists over the respective merits of

night time and daylight bombing.

The United States" Eighth Air Force mission flown on

17 August 1943, consisted of two large forces of Boeing

B-17 "Flying Fortresses" which were dispatched from air

bases' in England against targets in deepest Germany. The

lead force was assigned the Messerschmitt •aircr1ft fac-

tories at Regensburg as targets and the sec'3nd force was

assigned the ball-bearing manufacturing complex located at

Schweinfurt. The fi.rst force was to shuttle to North

African air bases while the second group was to return to

England. This mission received distinction as an acid

test for America's long range daylight bombing tactics.

Thi's "testing" aspect prompted several histories of the

mission to be written. The prim~e reason for selecting this
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mission is that data are readily available and, there exist

enough sources to substantviate the reliability of the data.

The Schweinfurt force's takeoff was considerably

delayed by weather cdnditions. This allowed German fighter

aircraft the opportunity to refuel and rearm, an effort

which was accomplished in awt-icipation of the Regensburg

force's retLrn. The in~tercept6rs located no targets when

the lead force turned south after dropping their bombs but

were well' prepared to engage• the tardy- second fleet. This

circumstance allows the mission -io be divided into two

seivarate battles. This is a second reason for its study,

since it provide;s two data sets. A third reason for select-

ing this miss§ion is that fighter escorts were forced to

withdraw bicause of fuel limitations after crossing the

German border and prior to interception. This takes care

of the Lanchester assumption that the bomber force should

be homogeneous in composition.

-Another choice for study is the 1 August 1943 mission

flown by Consol"idated Vultee B-24 "Liberators" of the

-Eighth and Ninth Air Forces from Bengasi, Libya against

oil refineries located at Ploesti, Rumania. The Ploesti

raid has taken a prominent position in air warfare history

as a result of two distilnguishing points. First, the

Ploesti mission, a result of the Casablanca Conference,

was planned as a panacea effort which would both hasten

the conclusion of the war and satisfy the desires of some

officials for retaliation against the 7 December 1941
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Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. The second poinLt is per-

haps more important as it makes the mission a "one of a

,kind" effort. The flight plan called for a large force of

high altitude bombers to deliver their weapons from ground

level. The Ploesti mission was selected' for study on the

basis of data accessibility and homogeneity of forces; once

again, the bombers were unescorted. In addition, the study

of low level tactics has present day .applicability. At

this time, the United States Air Force is endorsing procure-

nient of a strategic bomber with low level capabilities. A

model' which could accurately depict losses under such batt'le

conditions would be of interest.

While these selected data sets may, at first, seem

to be dated, it should be noted that the experiment concern-

ing the value of long range daylight bombing was not 6bn-

sidered tO be a resoundirng success. It was generally con-

cluded that the long range-bomber could not provide a

viable system until fighter escor.t could be prpvided for

the duration of a mission. As a result, few unescorted

missions were flown after the early autumn of 1943. This

fact severely limits the number of engagements involving

homogeneous forces which are available for study. Second-

ly, data of a classified nature were avoiXA during the

research. This policy limited the numbgr of engagements

from later conflicts which could be studied. It is assumed

that as long as the strategic bomber remains a member of
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the defense triad, studies of the chosen battle type will

be-worthwhile.

Data Manipulation

The Regensburg and Schweihffurt missions were quite

similar. Each was ,characterized by air-to-air confronta-

tions which were sustained for lengthy durations as the

bomber forces crossed over Germany, and, in the Schweinfurt

instance, as the bombers returned to England. As the

formations moved across the continent, fresh fighter ele-

ments were launched from air bases along the route to

relieve those with exhausted fuel and ammunition. There

exist no reports of individual bombers exhausting defense

ammuni-tion. Thus, these battles may be assumed to be con-

tinuous in a real sense.

Each battle was considered to begin with the first

fighter attacks.ý Operational losses such as turn backs

caused by mechanical failures are not considered. To,

adjust for this, the initial bomber force size is taken to

include only those aircraft which were still on course

at the beginning of the battle. Since the mission routes

were designed to avoid known anti-aircraft installations,

and, since John Sweetman (Ref 24) descrk-bes the anti-air-

craft efforts at the time to be virtually ineffective, the

damage inflicted by these weapons is ignored. Actually,

three and one-third percent of the bomber losses were at-

tributed to anti-aircraft fire.- This -simplification is not
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considered to •have a significant effect on the agreement

between da't-a4 and model predictions.

The tiimes of bomber losses are computed from known

locations of the losses, average ground speed and known

times over various\ referencb points. Times are normalized

to allow the length of a battle to equal one in order to

ease the comparison of the two battles. The battle is

considered to end when the :final .bomber loss occurs.

Data were not available for the computation of indi-

vidual fighter loss times. Fighter losses are assumed to

behave ini accbordance with Lanchester theory ,to the same

extent as bomber losses do. This concept is not without

precedent, as may be seen from Engel's paper (Ref 9).

Certain properties of the Ploesti mission caused the

cours'e of battle to diffeik from the' Regensburg and

Schweinfurt conflicts. Planners fox the mission predicted

that the low-level approach would severely hamper ground

radar effectiveness and anticipated that the force would,

not be de.týected until it was near the target area. In

actuality, Ploesti defense forces were aware of the bomber

fleet's position soon after takeoff. However, a series of

human errors prevented the fighter pilots from locating

the bombers until they were very near the city. Thus, the

resistance at Ploesti turned out to be as anticipated and

the majority of losses occurred in the target area. Known

losses of individual groups were assigned times of
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occurrence which coincided with the applicable unit's time

over target. Times of losses which 'were suffered enroute

to home air bases were computed in the same manner as the6 •

Regensburg and Schweinfurt times. Times were once again

normalized.

The'optimists among the Ploesti planners felt that

the low-levei attack would reduce losses 1o interceptors

and to large (eighty-eight millimeter) anti-aircraft guns.

They reasoned that the fighter's sphere of maneuverability

would be reduced by half and that German artillery lacked

the mobility necessary to track a two-hundred mile per hour

B-24 at short range. However,, these same individuals were

unable to anticipa-te those losses which would result from

smaller giound fire, secondary explosions and fires, and

col'lisions wi'th vertical structures. The data reveal that

only twenty percent of the losses could be attributed to

the efforts of interceptor aircraft. Losses to ground fire

cannot ,be ignored in attempts to model this battle and, in

this light, the Ploesti mission offers a data base which

may',be used to test a given model's ability to react to

abnormal situations.

The 'basic source used for collecting data on the

bomber force size for the Regensburg and Schweinfurt battles

is Schweinfurt--Disaster in the Skies (Ref 24). The enemy

force size and losses for these battles are found in The

Mighty Eighth--Units, Men and Machines (Ref 11). These and

other concurring sources are considered to represent a
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reasonably accurate description of the events as they

actually occurred. Locations of the bomber losses are

found on maps of the mission route. The accuracy of the

times of aircraft losses is sensitive to any errors in. coni-

putations of the distances between crashes and the ground

"speed estimate which is 215 miles per hour.,

Tables depicting the number and causes of bomber

losses for the Ploesti mission are found in The Ploesti
Mission I August 1943 (Ref 19) and The 9th Air Force in

World War Ii (Ref 20). The prime source for ascertaining

-times of bomber losses and- filghter' strength and losses- is-

Ploesti (Ref 8). Figures from these sources are, considered

to be quite accurate.

Bomber formations were designed and flown to present

'the best defense against fighter attacks. The loss of an

aircraft could conceivably weaken this defensive posture.

It may therefore be quite possible that one bo9mber loss

contributed to the loss of others, indicating that such

losses were not independent events. Many fighter pilots

favored attacking bombers which flew in the low, rear

position. This tactic forced a bomber's probability of

survival to be somewhat dependent upon the position that it

flew in the formation. This implies that the probability

of becominig a casualty was not the same for- all aircraft.

The measure of the sum of the absolute valuies of errors was

used to compare different model. results under the assumption
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that the effect that bomber loss interdependence and vary-

ing survival probability had on the errors •was constant

for each model.

VI
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V. Methodol 26gy

Basic Model

The basic model which, is chosen to represe6ht the

strategic bomb"r type of air battlre is taken from Frick's

paper (Ref 11:32). Frick reasons that the bomber losses

are related to the number of attacks made on the bomber

force since the greater the number of attacks, the greater

the number of rounds which may be fir-. in a Lanchester

model the number of rounds filred throughout the battle

may, of course, be reflected in the combat loss rate'. The

number of attacks which a fighter force can make is depend-

ent upon the fighter force size and the length of the

battle. The bomber loss rate may be represented by a dif-

ferential equation similar to those which appear in the

elementary Lanchester Square Law formulation. Secondly,

bombers are considered to fire at the fighters only when

under attack. This implies that the number of bombers which

are firing at any time is •,o greater than the number of

fighters and the equation which represents the fighter

loss involves the fighter force size rather than the

bomber force, size. The selected model is a slight varia-

tion: of Lanchester's Square Law model.

Using these observations, the air battle type which

is studied may be readily represented by the following

equations. Let m represent the :bomber force size at time t

and I represent the bomber combat loss rate. Similarly, let
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n represent the interceptor force size at time t and B

represent the fighter combat loss rate. Then,

m= -In (32);

fl --Bn (33)

To effect the comparison between tfhis model's pre-

dictions and bomber losses which are re:orded in the his-

torical data, the differential equations,; must be solved

simultaneously to yield an expression foi im. Equation (33)

may be solved as a linear differential equation,

•'n = k e-Bt (,34)

By assigning t the value of zero, k may be determined to

be equal to no,. where no represents the fighter force size

at the beginning of the battle. Substituting this solution

of (33) into (32) yields the following expression for m via

direct integration.

I - tm :1n e + k (35)

Setting t equal to zero, s&'ving for k* and adopting the

mo notation to represent the initial bomber force size

gives,

I B
m==mo-no -(1-12 ) (36)

This bomber force size function may be plotted, bombers

against time, provided the two parameter values I and B

are known or can be rationally, estimatod. If equation
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(34) is substituted in (.36), the relation between fighter

force and bomber force is given by the equation'

(mo-m) (no- n) (37)
B

Although the model is constructed using Square Law assump-

tions, the nature of the equations forces the exchange rate

relationship to resemble that of the Linear Law. -For the

purposes of this research, this model shall be referred to

as the Linear Model. The only known value for n other 'than

no is n(t) for t equal to one. Hence, the exchange rate

I/B =,E may be. estimated by the ratio of the total change

in bomber force size to the total change in .fighter force

size and may ,be computed by using equation (37). The

initial force values, mo and no, and the terminal force

sizes are known from available data. Since times were

normalized to allow the end of the battles to occur when t

equals one, let m(l) and n(l) represent the terminal force

sizes for the respective bomber and fighter fleets. Equa-

tion (37) may then be rewritten.

mo -m(1)
no- n(1)

Once this exchange rate is estimated, a value may be

assigned to B by letting m equal the historical number of

surviving bombers at the end of the battle, or, when t

equals one. S~ubstituting m(l) in equation (36) and solving

for B will give the result
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S En 0 (3)S'B~n r(l) - m0 E no)

An optional and equal evaluation of B may be obtained by

substituting the ,knqown terminal value for fighters, n(l),

in equation (34).

B =-I n no)(40)

These calculations of E and B values in turn determine the

value of the parameter I. The comparison, between model

predictions and data values is then confined.- tb points

located between, the battle :beginning and end-. This method

is also employed in the, yerifications undertaken by Engel

and Fain.

Three steps were taken ,to allow the comparison of

model predictions and historical data and, eventually, the

comparison between varibous models. A scatter diagram of

data values and an m-curve of bomber force values is drawn

on the same plane for each battle for the purpose of visual

comparison. This method of presenting results is the

primary one used in existing verifications. The sum of the

absolute values of errors is computed for :aach battle for

the purpose of comparing different models. This value is

referred to as the error sum in this thesis and it is as-

sumed that a change in a model which results in a reduction

of the error sum constittites an improvement in that model.
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A percep'tage error, computed to be the absolute value

of an error divided by the historical force size, is de-

termined for each applicable data point (O<t<l) for the

purpose of describing a "goodness of fiti' and the criterion

of a 2% error is adopted'. -Percentage errors provide a

numerica'l measure which may be used in assessing a model's

accuracy and in comparing two or mote models. Should a

model that always makes predictions that are within 2%' of

actual values be adolpted for use? Is 2% too demanding or

too lenient a criterion? Is a model with 2% errors always

preferable to a model with 3% errors-? Answers to questions

such as these depend on, the intended use of the model,

available alternatives, and ,preferences of the decision-

maker,. While the selec:.ion of the value 2% is quite

:arbi~traty, i'ot is included to emphasize, this writer's belief

that- aquantitative measure of verification results is

desirable.

The value below which nine-tenths of the percentage

errors fall for any given battle is also noted. This

value,>, ref~rred to as the ninety percent boun.d, reflects

how well the model predi.cts most of the time. For in-

stance, suppose a model is used to predict losses for a

battle and comparison of these numbers with historical

data reveals that the largest percentage error is 3.7% and

the ninety percent bound is 1.8%. These measurements show

that the model meets the criterion throughout most of the

battle and, that the large percentage errors occur

41
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ihfrequently. It is possible that ,these errors might be

jattributed to some other factor than the model itself;

perhaps to6 data collection. The ninety percent bound may

also be used for comparing models. Suppose model A has a

greatest percentage error of 1.9% and model B has one of

1.75%. Model B would be favored based on these measure-

ments but the selection might be reversed if model A has a

smaller ninety ]ýercent bound; for instance, 1.67% for A

compared to 1.72% for B.

Graphs for the Regensburg and Schweinfurt missions are

shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. On these, and on

other graphs throughout the thesis, the solid curve repre-

sents model predictions and the crosses !epresent recorded

historical force sizes. In these two cases, the exchange

rate was estimated by using total changes in fighter force,

which shall be referred to as the actual number of fighters

destroyed. This data value represents the number of fighter

aircraft which were damaged beyond repair on the day of the

battle. Such data are taken from post mission intelligence

reports or post war examination of German records and are

considered to be conservative. The exchange rate superior-

ity belongs to the fighter forces in these battles. The

near linearity of the bomber curve reflects the fact that,

should the battle have continued indefinitely, the bomber

* I force would have been annihilated and the fighter force

would then have achieved victory in a true Lanchester sense.
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For the Regehisburg mdŽtsion, the greatest percentage

error is 7.26%. Nine tenths of .the percentage errors are

less than 5.18%. For the Schweinfurt mission, 5.57% is

the largest percentage error and the ninety percent bound

is 3.7,3%. These errors are, of course, too large to be

acdepted under the 2% maxinium error criterion which was

adopted.

The disparity between the shape of the cutve and the

pattern of the data points is not encouraging fof this

model. One could achieve nearly the same results by as-

suming that bomber losses occur ini a manner which could be

represented by a linear function. Furthermore, since

Phillip Morse (Ref 17) describes Lanches~ter predictions

as the most probabilistic outcome, one ,would expecdt the

curve to lie above some data points and below others. The

fact that predictions are consistently larger than his-

torical foce" sizes may be attributed tO.. the concept of

forcing the curve to pass through the initial and terminal

values andf the magnitude of the value of B. This may be

seen by noting the slope of the bomber curv(:.

r - no e -Bt (41)

Changes in the slope are dependent qn the size of the pro-

duct Bt. When the value of B is small, .034 for Regensburg

and .053 for Schweinfurt, the change in slope from the

beginning of the battle, -nol, to the end of the battle,

-noI/eB, is also quite small. One would expect that the
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J errors could be reduced if only the convexity of the bomber

curve were more p'ronounced. As will be seen in tliie follow-

ing section, this improvement may be .attained by increasing

the value of B and shalt be acceptable provided that the

increase may be plausibly explained.,

the" knowledge that the predicted values are- larger

than the actual values may be- combined with observations of

the size of the errors to' allow a simple correction.. Since

the errors seem to be greatest for values of t between two

and seven tenths, a procedure of subtracting a constant

from the predicted values in this -range would serve to

reduce the errors.

An alternatife method which may improve the results of

the 'Linear Model would be to rely on some theoreticaci

method involving weapon charact'e.ristics to estimate values

of the B and I paramieters. This approach does not ensure

agreement between pr&dicted and historical terminal values

and is dependent upon the accuracy of whatever algorithm -is

used to compute I and B. This apprbach was not used in

this study because an alg~orithm which is generally accepted

y&,t unclassified, is unavailable.

fhe Claims Model

An alternate method for estimating the exchange rate

involves using the number of fighters which are claimed to

have been destroyed by bomber aircrews. The resulting

model differs from the Linear Model only in the values of
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"the ,parameters and shiall be ireferred to as ,the Claims

Model. Claimed fighter kills were, invariably larger than

the number of the ,fighters which- was recorded' as being,

actually destroyed. In the excitement, of battle, American

flyers frequently perceived inflated results, while in the

aftermath, German officials often de-emphasized l:osses for

propaga~nda purposes. It is Obvious that not every claim

was the ressult of a fighter being ,destroyed. However,

ciaim numbers are considered to reflect a battle character-

istic which has an effect on the combat loss rates. Sup-

posse that no claim was made unless the fighter in. question

"terminated its attack. Then each termination claim implies

-one -of four ovents7. (1) The fighter sought another target.

(2), The fighter returned to an air base and recycled-. (3)

The fighter iýeturned to an air base and was unable to

recycle. (C4)} The fighter crashed or executed a forced

landing di a remote site. While the first event has, little

effect on fighter activity, the othel three represent times

during which the individual fighter's rate of fire is zero,.

In this light, claim numbers reflect the effectiveness

which bombers 'have in repelling attackers and whenever a

fighter has been repelled, its effectiveness is decreased'

since it cannot be activel,7 untrib~iting to the obj'edtive

of destroying bombers. It is possible that, in order to

defend themselves, bombers need not destroy their attackers'

but merely drive them away.
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Mathematicaily, to consider claimed kills as fighter

losses has the effect of decreasing E to a value less than

one and of increasing the value of B. The B values for

Regensburg and Schweinfurt are now .218 and .404 respectively.

Claims Model results for these missions are depicted in

Figures"4 and 5. For the Regensburg mission, the greatest

percentage error is 6.84% and the ninety percent bound is,

4.80%. The corresponding values for Schweinfurt are 4.57%

and 2.79%. The Claims Model reduces the sum of the absolute

values of errors by approximately 8.5% for Regensburg and

by 32% for Schweinfurt.

The increased values of B have caused the bomber

curves to become-:mqre convex and have reduced the magnitude

of the errors. The: error sum reduction for the Schweinfurt

battle is considered tq be quite good, but, since there are

only two data sets, this improvement may just as easily be

the exceptionl as the rule. However, the 8.5% reduction for

the Regensburg case isý.,felt to be large enough to justify
the use of the Claims Model in preference, to the Linear

Model. These results are still less accurate than is de-

sired and the majority of the, errors result frown predic-

tions which are larger than historical values.

The Modified Model

There are two simplifications inherent in a model

which assigns a constant value to the combat loss rates.

First, it is assumed that effectiveness does not vary
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among"individual force elements. This is obviously not the

case. Cdns'ider fighter pilots and their aircraft. The

pilot's courage, experience and skill combine with some

of the mechanical traits of the machine to determine the

accuracy of fire. The rate of fire, is dependent upon the

pilot's aggressiveness and upon the mechanical condition

of his equipment. The assumption which is frequently em-

ployed is that effectiveness is randomly distributed

among force elements and that the. combat loss rate may be

equated to the mean Value of this distribution. 'S. Bonder

-(-,Ref 5)- and C. B. Barfoot (Ref 3) have each generated a

distribution for combat loss rates. Bdth ,efforts involve

discrete distributions which are derived by considering

the battle• as a stochastic prec'ess.

A second simplification assumes that loss rates do

not vary with time. This is tantamount to claiming that

each element fires its weapons at a constant rate and with

constant accuracy throughout the battle. The point is that

assigning constant values to the loss rate parameters I and

B could be an assumption which is too restrictive. Granted

that a model is a simplification of reality, but there must

exist some fulcrum at which point the model becomes over

simplified and cannot accurately recreate the events which

"are being studied. It therefore might be beneficial to

alter the Claims Model by allowing the I and B' values to

vary with time or among fighting elements. Varying loss

rates among aircraft would complicate a Lanchester model
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exces svely. This variation would seem to be more appro-

priat-.for ise with -computer simulations which monitor the

actions of individual -fighting elements. However, consid-

eration of loss rates I and B which vary according to time

is well within the scope of this study. The Modified

Model which will now be deve'loped is a variation of the

Claims Model with non-cohstant parameters,j ind is included

to illustrate that predictions may be improved by loosening

the restrictions which are imposed by the assumptions dis-

cussed above.

To derive numerica~l predictions from a model with

variable loss rates, I and B, two questions, need to be

answered. Hbw do these rates vary as time advances and how

do they vary with respect to one another? If the model is

• •to have any general applicabilkity, then it must'be supposed

"that the parameters vary according 'o some pattern for all

strategic bomber air battles. Recall that Frick's original

model assumed that both fighter and b'omber losses were

dependent on the actions of the fighter aiicraft, i.e., the

freq~uency with which fighters made attacks on the bombers.

Thus, if the bomber loss rate I varies because fighter

pilots choose to be more or less aggressive, it is not il-

logical to assume that the return fire from the bombers and,

hence the parameter B, varies in a like manner. Therefore,

it is assumed that both parameters vary in the same manner.
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':'ýT' describe the .pattern with which these parameters

vary~with-`time requires another assumption. The scatter

"diagrams for the Regensburg and Schweinfurt battles each

contain a ,pj~rtion 'which is steeper than the remainder of

the graphs. These portions, occurring when t is near .35

for Sch'weinfurt and .30 for Regensburg, represent times

when 'bomber losses, occurred more' frequefitly than at other

times during the battle. it is not unreasonable to sup-

pose that these periods of rapid losses were the result of

an intensified effoit on the part of fighter pilots. Based

on this observation, the loss r~ates may be asgumed to iii-

crease in magnitude from the beginning, of the battle until

sofie time when the fighting is most intense and a maximum

rate is achieved. Following this period of intensity, loss

rates decline in niagnitu'de unitil the end !of the battle.

The pattern just described may be represented grapli-

ically by a concave, unimodal function of time which-

achieves a maximum value for a time t which corresponds to

the time at which the fighting is most aggressive. Such a

curve is pres'ent'ed in Figure 6. Aspects ,of the curve

which are of interest are the value of the local maximum,

the time, T, at which this maximum is achieved, and the

value when time equals zero. The Modified Model was con-

structed by approximating this type of function with a

bell-shaped curve which may be rvprosented by a normal

probability distribution and then replacing the constant
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parameters I and B which appear in the Claims Model with

this function. The bomber 1,]Xss. rat:e was altered from I to

become I(t) = I.f(.t;u,s 2 ) and the fighter loss rate to be-

come B(t) = B.f(t;u,s 2 ) where it is understood that these

functions have a value of zero for negat-ive values of t.

Recall that a combat loss rate may be interpreted as

the product of a rate of fire and a single-shot kill prob-

ability. It is not uireasonable to suppose that the rate

of fire reaches a maximur, value near the target. This may

be explained by cons.4dering that the ,emotions of the fighter

pilots reach ia crest when it becomes evident that bombs

,will actually be dropped on their territory. Under this

assumption, the mean value, u, of the, loss rate functions
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is cohsidered to be the time, T,. that the force was over

the tb'riget.'"

In order to determine the value of the curve, for times

zero and'T, it was assumed that at the begi'nning of the

'battle the proficiency of the airc~rews' ability to shoot

down enemy planes jumps from zero (be~cause no rounds were

-being fired prior to this. time) to some level which is a

percentage of the maximuiipvalue that is achieved when the

action becomes most intense. Tha* is, they training and

experience of the airmen inv, vý-. allows thdm to begin

shooting wi-th some accuracy without any warminig up. In

all probability, the rate of fire at this early ',tage is

not maximum as the fighters exert some effort and time to

"feel out" the invaders. By studying the respective

scatter diagrams, it may be noted that the frequency of

losses, i.e., the slope of a line connecting the data

points, near the beginning of the battle is approximately

seven tenths of the frequency during the most intense

portions of the battle. This relationship appears in both

battles and is interpreted to imply that the loss rates at

t equal to zero and t equal to T would be of this same

ratio. That is, the ratios of 1(0) to I(T) and B(O) to

B(T) should each eqUal -seven tenths. This ratio provides

a means of determining the value of s. Using the value

of a normal distribution and knowing the value of the

mean allows one to assign a value to s which ensures that
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the ratio Of f(o) to f'(u): is equal to seven tenths. The

resulting function for I'(t) in the Schweinfurt battle is

shown in Figure 7. For -his particular example, the time

over target T is equal. to .38,,8 and the relatioiship f(O) =

.7f(T) is desired. Equatior• (42) may be solved to deter-

mine 'the correct value, of s.

.7 -1 (/S2

7 = 1 (2 (42)

[ The result in this case is that s is approximately .459.

The set of Lanchester equations which represent the

;Modified Model are

I m :-(t) n (43)
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B -B(0t n (44)

Equation (44)' may be solved and results in

n = oe -B(F(t)-F(O)) (45)

where F(t) f(x;u,s 2 )dx. Substituting this value for

n in equation (43) and integrating yields the desired

bomber curve expression.

M' =mo-M n[l -1 -B(F(t) -F(Oj (46)

Results of the Modified Model are depicted in Figures

8 and 9. The greatest percentage error for Regensburg is

5.67%. The ninety'percent bound is 4.03%. The sum of

absolute values of errors recorded for this mission with

the Claims Model is reduced by approximately 18%. Cor-

responding values for the Schweinfurt mission are 3.72%,

1.91% and 9%.

The reductions in the error sumý and the consistent

improvements in percentage errors are felt to be signifi,-

cant enough to warrant the application of the Modified

Model. These results support the view that variances of

the loss rate parameters do have an effect on bomber losses

which needs to be incorporated in the model. Although the

,assumption of constant values for I and B is a reasonable

first approximation, the Modified Model predictions for

the Regensburg and Schweinfurt battles suggest that this

assumption is, perhaps, too restrictive. Reduction of
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error sums of less than five percent, would have been deemed

insignificant.

It should be noted that additional improvenimnts may be

obtained by assigning-,a value to the, mean of the I(t) and

,B(t) functions which corresponds to the period of the

battle during which bomber losses occurred with greate§,t

frequency. This also results in predictions failing both

above and below historical data values. Such times, t = ,.29

for Regensburg or .35 for Schweinfurt, occur near the time

over target but do not fit into any convenient pattern for

ti he two battles. As models are valued for their preiec-

tive ability, the times over target, which would be• avail-

able prior to the '5ctual flying of a mission, are used in

this research rather than the times of greatest activity,

vwhich would not be known prior to the battle,

It may be that a more refined method of describing

the changes in loss rate mhagnitudes could result in excep-

tionally accurate predictions with the Modified Model. For

insjtance, it may be that the functions I(t) and B(t)

•should be bimodal about the time over target or even cyclic

throughout the battle. On the other hand, variables which

are relevant to the study of air battles may be such that

the predictions of a deterministic model are o)Z limited

accuracy.

6
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The: Ploesti Model

Recall that the data for the P'loesti raid revealed

that only twenty percent or ten bomber casualt-_:es could b~e

attributed to the efforts of fighter aircraft. This, corn-

bined with the fact 'that. the majority of bomber losses

occurred" at the target: area 'during a brief time interval

rather than across the c6untryside during a running air

battle cause 'this experience to differ from the more -ortho-

dox missions flown against Regensburg and Schweinfurt. If

either the Linear or Claims Model is, applied to the

Rumanian battle, errors 'become so large that the predictions

cannot 'be considered as being accurat-e. A model variation

was sought which might improve on these outcomes. The

variation which was adopted was taken from M. B. Schaffer's

study on guerrilla engagements (Ref 21). Schaffer's'work

concerns a force which may use the aid of supporti•ig weapons

systems, 'during a portion of 'the battle. The analogy be-

tween this and the air battle is that the ground fire

which the Ploesti bombers encountered at the target area

may assume the role of a supporting weapons system.

'Schaffer asserts that the effect of several types of

supp;brting fire is additive. The changes in bomber force

siz'e• which are attributed to fire from ground weapons, may

be relected by adding an expression for ground fire

strength and effectiveness to the Linear Model. Let g be

a function of time which represents the strength of the
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Ploesti g~round forces. Let A represent the combat loss

rate for bombers when being attacked by ground artillery.

The resulting set of differential equations is referred to

as the Ploesti Model,.

m = -I n - Ag (47)

n = - B n (48)

It is not possible to develop an expression for the

bomber force size from equations (47) and (48) without more

information on the function g. Little has been recorded

concerning ground fire activity during the Ploesti raid

but it is felt that its strength over time may be easily

approximated. Ground fire makes no direct bajttle contribu-

tion except while targets are within range. The activity

at a typical anti-aircraft battery may be envisioned as

follows. The men are aware that an invader force is

inbound and await anxiously for the bombers to apj.•ar. The

bombers pass within range and the order to fire is given.

Once the first round is fired, the remaining guns join the

battle after a very brief lapse of time. Fire is contin-

ued at a maximum rate until the bombers pass out of range

and the guns are silenced while the men await their next

target. This scenario may be repr esented graphically as

the square, wave ,pattern shown in Figure 10. The amplitude

of the wave, representing -the full strength of the battery,

diminishes only slightly from cycle to cycle. The wave
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length and the crest width are- aetermined' by the times when

targets pass within range and the time periods during- which

'targets remain in fange. COnsideri'ng the ground forces

which surrounded Ploesti to be, one large battery, this

battle contained only one cycle of anti-aircraft fire.

The square wave Which may be used to represent the

,ground force strength may- be approximated by a continuous

bell-shaped curve. The function g may now be defined to be

zd'b& -Roi ,alues of t less than or equal to zero and equal

to f(t;-u,s 2) for values of t greater than zero. The

function f(t;u,s 2 ) represents a normal probability distribu-

tion with mean u and variance s2. It was chosen because

the shape of this curve may be 6asily changed by adjusting
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the parameters >u and s. The value of the mean is, assumed

to be the median between the first bomber group,,s time over

target-, denoted by t', and' the last group's time over tar..

get, denoted by t''. Fifteen minutes is added to t'' to,

account for stragglers and allow the bombers time to clear

the area%. The standard deviation s, was then determined

to allow t'' plus fifteen minutes to lie three standard

deviations from the mean. Thisprocedure ensures that 99%

of the area beneath the curve lies between time values

during which the ,bomber fleet was known to be over the

battery. This approximation is represented in Figure 11.

Accepting this procedure, and its 'approximation for

g, 'allows a bomber Xunction to be determined. Letting

.(t) equal the integral .r f(x;u,s 2 )dx, equation (49)

shows the bomber force size function for the Ploesti Model.

Equation (49) is derived' in a manner similar to that used

for the Linear Model. Equation (48) is solved as a linear

differential equation and the resulting expression for n

may then be substituted in equation (47) and in tegrati6n

produces the desired expression for m.

M m _ no(1 - e-Bt) -A(F(t)-F('O)) (49)m~moB

Defining the function g in this manner implies that ground

fire has no effect on the bombers prior to the battles

beginning, that there is some psychological effect which

may alter aircrew performance as the men anticipate the
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Effect on Bomber Losses at Ploesti

ground fire, that ,tie effect is most intense'while bombers

are ovey anti-aircraft installations and that there is the

lingering effect of damaged aircraft which may be forced to

land after leaving the area.

Values for the parameters I and B are determined by

using the same method as was used for the Linear Model.

Only bomber losses Which can be attributed to interceptor

actions are used in these computations. This implies the

assumption that the air battle and the ground-to-air battle

can be considered as separate entities. This assumption is

not too different from reality. Ploesti defense plans

stipulated that German fighters would not enter air space
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which was assigned to, anti-aircraft batteries. A va'l-ue, ies

then assigned to the parameter A-Which forces the cui:ve týo.

match the data ,when t equals one. This value may bd deter-

mined by sertting t equal to one in equation (19j) -and solving,

for A.

m(1) -m +EnO(, e B)S~A 5 - .. . 0 )
F(O ) -F (1)'

Comparison results are graphed in Figure 12 with the

largest percentage error being 3.21%,. Though the errors

are greater than 2%, ',the results are felt to',,be, good con-

sidering the Coars-e values which were assi-gned to -u and s.

It is not unreason'able' to conclude that the effe'ct of

ground fire is directly related to th'e' time that a ,bomber

force flies within range of the anti-ai-rcr~aft weapons. ,By

adding one term to the bomber force di-ife'rential equation,,

it is possible to account f£r the battle Variations which

high altitude bombers encountered ,when they came down to

tree top level. The main motivation for incl''ding the

Ploesti Model in this research is t'o demdnstrate the flex-

ibi)lity of the Linear Model. A second cpmparison which

u•,' claimed fighter kills in ',e computations produces

similar results in which the error sum is reduced by nine

percent. The graph of this second prediction is not

included since the curve strongly resembles the one in

Figure 12.

A summary of all of the results is presented in Table I.
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VI. Conclusions and Recommendations

'This research may be considered a qualified success

in that it adds to the list of existing historical valida-

tions. The improvements whi~ch are indicated by the re-

duction of error magnitudes when the Claims and Modified

Models are used are encouraging.. The definition of a

model which was used indicated that success might depend

on the correct identificat'ion of "features of the situa-

tion, relevant to the questions being studied." These

noted improvemefits reflect the plausibility that, in the

study of air battles, a bomber's abi-itty to repel attack-

ing fighters and variable combat loss rates are relevant

features whici should be included. There is some dis-

appointment because none of the model predictions met the

adopted criterion. However, it should be emphasized that

the selection of ,A 21% maximum percentage error is an ar-

bitrary choice and not necessarily the correct value.

Verifications of terrestrial conflicts will be mentioned

which do meet this criterion but this is not to imply' that

identical standards should apply to both land and air

battles. It should be noted that the ninety per cent

bound for the Modified Model does meet this self-imposed

measure of quality and that there is no indication that

further improvements cannot be made. Perhaps a different

method of evaluating parameters or selection of another

relevant factor is in order. The outcome of this one
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effbrt' does hot imply that the models are necessarily in-

yalidated.

ILt is of interest to, compare the results of this

res-earch with the two similar st~udies by Engel and Fain.

Engel was well justified' in claiming that the Lanchester

equations -which he employed produced a good re-enactment

of the battle of Iwo Jima. All of his percentage errors,

were lesst than one. Fain also felt justified in conclud-

ing that the historical data did not contradict 'his model

predictions. His percentage errors were observed to be

less than two. The failure of this, research to achieve

results which ,are comparable to the results of these other

studies may be atfributed to either procedural errors or

to the possibility that the nature of air battles is such

that the accuracy which was experienced in applying Lan-

chester's theory to infantry engagements is not attainable

when the theory is applied to aerial conflicts.

Possible ,extensions of this eff6rt include alterna-

tive methods of determining the combat loss rate parameters.

These I and B values might be estimated by forcing the

bomhter fleet predictions tc,.match the data at some point

other than at the end of the battle. I and B might be

determined externally, using an algorithm based on weapons

systems characteristics, and then inserted in the model.

Various functions might be used to represent I(t) and B(t)

in the Modified Model. A variation of this stud), might

be an attempt to consider attrition rates of battles
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which involve hr',,terogeneous forces, i.e., bombers accom-

panied by fighter escorts,
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APPENDIX

TABLE II

REGENSBURG D'ATA AND PARAMETERS
BOMBER CUMULATIVE I• .. "

-FORCE NORINIALIZED PERCENTAGE ERROR,
SIZE TIME LIN'EAR' CLAIMS MOD.

141 .039 .03 .03 .02
140 .048 .59 .52 .57
139 .060 1.11 L.01 1.06
138 .067 1.71 1.61 1.66
'137 .090 ,2,.05 1.91 1. 94^
136 .097 2.67 2.53 2.55
1i35 .;116 3.09 2.92 2.191
134 .254 1.36 1.04 .55
133 .267 1.89 1.56 1.00
132 .278 2.46 2.12 t. 50
131 .287, 3.08 2.72 2.06
130 .295 3.72 3ý. 36 2.64
129 .299 4.45 '4.08 3.34
128 .304 '5.17 4.-80 4.03
127 .357 4.99 4..59 3 2,
125 .363 6.56 6.1"4 5i `
124 .371 7.26 6.84 5.67
123 .555 4.54 4.09 2.14'
118 1.000 --

B = .034 .219 .296
1/B =2.4 .407 .407

mo = 142
m(l) = 118
ho- 300
n(1) =290
n(1) - 2441 (claims)
Time over Target = .353
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TABLE III

SCHWEINFURT DATA AND PARAMETERS

BOMBER ,CUMNULATIVE°
FORCE -NOkINIALIZED ii PERCENTAGE ERROR
SIZE TIMqE LINEAR CLAIMS MOD.-

203 .016 .ZO .14 .19
202 .031 .42 .31 .39

201 .039 .78 .63 .73
-200 .053 1.02 .82 .94
199 .0.72 1.18 .91 1.05
198 .12-1 .78 .36 .50
197 .140 .94 .46 .58
196 .151 1.25 .74 .84
195 .162 1.56, 1.02 11.10
194 .179 1.76 1.18 1.22
193 .190 2.0a8 1-46 1.,49-
192 .213 2.17 1.50 1.46
191 .236 2.27 1.55 1.43
190 .255. 2.44 1.68 2.50
1139 .260 2.89 2.11 1.91
188 .31'3 2.41 1.54 1.14
187, .33b 2.,62 i, 74 1.26
186 .345 2.88 1.97 1.43
185 .352 .3.30 2.38 '1.80
184 .359 3.73 2.79 2.18
183 .369 4.09 3.14 2.49
179 -. 411 5.57 4.57 3.72
178 ,521 3.94 2.92 1.67
177 .617 2.58 1.63 .19,
176 .670 2.08 1.19 ;26
175 ,.779 .45 .23 1.50
174 .797 .66 .02 1.20
173 .818 .82 .22 .92
172 .827 1.22 .64 .46
171 .891 .49 .10 .68
170 .909 .70 .37 .30
1459 .951 .43 .24 .15
16b 1.000 -- -- --

B = .053 .461 .649
1/B = 2.4 .404 .404

mo = 204
m(l) = 168
no = 290
no = 241 (claims)
n(1) = 275
ii(1) = 152 (claims)
Time over Target r .388
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TABLE IV

PLOESTI DATA AND 4PARAMETERS

BOMBER CUMULATIVE
FORCE NORMALIZED PERCENTAGE ,ERROR
SIZE TIME PLOESTI CLAIMS.

15'5 .049 2.96 2.. 87

154 .064 1.45 1.33'

.129 .128 3.21 2.9,5

125 .157 .44 .13

113" 1.000 ,, --

" B .121 .665

I/B = .833 .196

A = 41.316 41.316

imo =164

m(l) = 113

no = 105

n(1) = 93

n(1) = 54 (claims)

Time over Target = .103
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